
Transition of Orienteering Australia to a company limited by guarantee

Sport Australia, for some time now, has had a position as part of its governance principles that it
prefers national sporting organisations (NSOs) to have the legal form of a company limited by
guarantee (as opposed to an incorporated association or other structure). They put forward a
number of reasons for this position, most notably that incorporating as an association is designed for
relatively small organisations operating at a State level, whereas they believe NSOs should have a
structure which places them under the federal jurisdiction (the Corporations Act).

Sport Australia has now taken the position that NSOs will be required to be companies limited by
guarantee in order to retain their status as recognised NSOs. Being a recognised NSO is a
requirement for eligibility for federal funding. In many states, being an affiliate of a recognised NSO
is also a condition for State Associations to be eligible for state-level funding. The Board has
therefore taken the view that remaining as an incorporated association is not a realistic option for
OA.

This paper sets out the constitutional issues which will need to be considered in a transition to a
company structure. When this matter was last discussed at the 2016 Conference, the agreed
position was that, were we to transition to a company, we would seek to do so in a way that
minimised changes to the way we operate at present (in particular, to the relationship between OA
and the State Associations). However, the Governance Working Group believes the transition
provides an opportunity for us to review our practices (especially where they deviate from Sport
Australia governance recommendations) and reassess how we want to operate in specific areas.

Sport Australia have developed a template constitution for NSOs. Accompanying this paper is an
annotated copy of the Sport Australia template, identifying areas where we may wish to deviate
from the template. In some cases these are unlikely to be contentious, but there are a number of
areas where we will need to make substantive decisions about which of several possible options we
wish to pursue. Also accompanying this document is a copy of the new (late 2018) Athletics Australia
constitution, which outlines a possible alternative structure, particularly with respect to
membership. (The Athletics Australia constitution pre-dates the recently announced plans for
Athletics Australia to merge with Little Athletics, which has long existed as a separate organisation
not recognised by Sport Australia, but is consistent with Sport Australia requirements).

The timetable for the transition depends on the outcome of discussions at Conference. If we emerge
from Conference with a clear position on all issues which need to be resolved, we would hope to
make the formal constitutional changes at the 2020 AGM. However, if issues remain unresolved, or
the Conference (for example) takes a position which requires corresponding constitutional changes
at state level, it may need to be deferred to the 2020 Conference. Sport Australia require sports to
have made substantial progress towards the transition by 30 June 2020 but do not require the
transition to be completed.

Major substantive issues to be considered

1. Membership

This is probably the largest single substantive issue which needs to be considered. At present, OA’s
voting members are formally the seven State Associations, but the Constitution also refers to
individual members, who derive their membership of OA from membership of an affiliated State
Association.



The Sport Australia template implies that this is not a legally possible structure for a company, as
individuals must consent directly to their legal membership of the company. This would leave us
with two broad options:

(a) Use a model along the lines of the Athletics Australia constitution, which defines the
members as the affiliated State Associations, and makes no reference to individual members
at all. This is probably the simplest model for us. However, if we implemented it, we would
need to ensure that any matters in our existing Constitution relating to the rights and
responsibilities of individual members were covered in OA policies prior to the transition
being implemented.

(b) Use a model along the lines of the Sport Australia template, where membership is managed
at a national level. As the notes of the Sport Australia template state, there are significant
advantages with membership being managed centrally; they express this in terms of having
full contact information available to the national body, but it would also allow for
efficiencies (and, with Eventor, we already largely have the infrastructure in place to
implement national membership should we wish to do so). However, choosing this option
would require consolidation of the wide range of membership types and structures currently
in place in the different states (which, to some extent, reflect the very different structures in
different states with respect to the relationship between State Associations and clubs), and
would also almost certainly require constitutional change in all State Associations. As such, it
is a considerably more complex option than (a).

It should also be noted that if we pursued option (a), this would not prevent us from implementing a
national membership system in the future should we wish to do so.

2. Election of the Chair and directors

At present, the OA Board consists of a directly elected President, Directors directly elected to
specific portfolios (Finance, High Performance, Technical), and Directors elected at large whose
responsibilities are determined by the Board. (There is also provision for the Board to appoint up to
two additional directors, whilst any Australian member of the IOF Council is a Director ex officio).

Sport Australia’s preferred position is that the whole Board be elected at large, and that the Chair be
elected by the Board – their stated justification for this is that they would not consider it a tenable
situation for a directly elected Chair not to have the confidence of the Board members. They also
make no reference to portfolio directors. However, that structure does not recognise that in a
relatively small sport such as ours, our portfolio directors have significant operational responsibilities
(which in a larger organisation would be handled by paid staff reporting to a CEO).

When we last considered this question at the 2016 Conference, the preferred position there was
that:

 That the Chair continue to be directly elected.
 That the portfolio positions remain, but that these be elected by the Board rather than

directly.

We may wish to revisit this at the Conference.

Sport Australia also recommends a maximum term for directors in the order of 10 years, which we
do not see as being contentious. We believe that our current system, with a two-year term for
directors and half the Board being up for election each year, is more suitable for a structure with



portfolio directors than the Sport Australia model of three-year terms and one-third of the Board
being up for election each year. We would also need to determine whether service prior to the
transition to a company counts towards any term limits (although in practice the only current
Director who has served 10 years or more – apart from IOF Council members who we would exclude
from such a clause – is the President, who has already announced his intention not to recontest the
position at the 2020 AGM).

3. Committee structure

Currently, the OA Constitution provides for both Standing Committees (whose chairs are elected by
the AGM, and which formally consist of one member from each state) and Select Committees (which
are appointed by the Board). Bodies such as the Technical and Mapping Committees are Standing
Committees. We would need to determine whether to retain this structure (in particular, whether to
retain election of chairs by the AGM) or make all committees Select Committees (as per the Sport
Australia template).

4. Conflict of interest provisions

Sport Australia’s preferred position is a strict separation between the NSO board and state bodies,
with State Association directors (or equivalent) and employees ineligible to sit on the NSO board.
OA’s provision is somewhat less stringent, recognising that in practice we have some difficulty in
filling all Board positions, and is as follows:

 The OA President should not be a director of a State or club Board (or equivalent)
 No member of the OA Board should be a State President (or, if they are a State

President at the time of their election to the OA Board, should step down at or
before the next State AGM).

 The OA Board should not contain two or more people who are State Board members
in the same State.

 At least half the members of the OA Board shall be people who are not Board
members in any State. (This ensures that the Board remains quorate in the event of
an issue which created a conflict of interest for all those who hold State positions).

We may wish to revisit these provisions, either as part of the Constitution, or through a policy
process if the Constitution was drafted in such a way as to refer to a conflict of interest policy.

5. Fee structures

The present OA Constitution is relatively general in the way it refers to fee structures and provides
for the different types of payments collected by OA:

 A set amount per member (not currently collected)
 A lump sum divided between the States on the basis of their share of national

membership or some other attribute (e.g. the current State Registration Fee, or
payments for public liability insurance cover).

 A set amount per participant in an events.

We believe it is most appropriate to retain this generality in the rules, to maximise the options
available to OA in structuring payments by the State Associations to OA. This is particularly
important in the light of current discussions around payments relating to events organised by third-
party providers.



Provisions in existing OA Constitution not included in Sport Australia rules template

The working group has reviewed the current OA Constitution to determine whether there are
provisions therein which are not covered at all in the Sport Australia template. We have determined
that all such matters are either matters relating to the law of incorporated associations which are
not applicable to a company (e.g. custody of the common seal), or are matters relating to the rights
and responsibilities of individuals which can be covered in policy (e.g. disciplinary procedures). It was
formerly a requirement of the (then) Australian Sports Commission that NSO constitutions provided
explicitly for the existence of policies such as a member protection policy and an anti-doping policy,
but the lack of such references in the Sport Australia template indicates that such requirements have
been dropped.
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